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Hi, 

 

If you're like the majority of network marketers, you get frustrated with your advertising and promotional 

efforts.  

 

You might even be tempted into thinking that everyone looking at network marketing has some collective 

form of ADHD - unable to pay attention to anything but the most egregious hype. 

 

Of course the issue with hype is that it tends to be self-centered and short lived. 

 

But promotion and marketing doesn't have to be this way. 

 

If you want to end the wild fluctuations of your business, start by following these 10 tips successfully 

proven by thousands of Leaders Club subscribers… 

 

1. Put your prospects' wants first in every aspect of your marketing. Don’t focus on how much 

money you make. Focus instead on helping your prospects accomplish, fix or avoid their most burning 

issues. 

 

2. Get your prospects' attention by leading with a focus on their primary concern or challenge. 

This applies to everything from your ads, your sales letters, your website, your phone calls, mailings, 

everything. 

 

3. Give away something your prospects want. A well-written report can attract prospects to your web 

site or a free course can get highly qualified prospects to take your call, or even call you. 

 

4. Give prospects ideas they can immediately use. You don’t need to know all the answers, only 

where to find them. Do this repeatedly and they'll soon trust you for ongoing advice. 

 

5. Provide proof that you can help your prospects reach their goals. Success stories are great but 

your prospect wants to know how he or she will be able to accomplish their own goals. Give specifics 

about the results your products and services provide. 

 

6. Build a relationship with your prospects so they know you and trust you. Ultimately, people 

decide what business to join based on gut instincts. A strong relationship with a prospect is an 

unshakable competitive advantage. 

 

7. Clarify the value of your each of your products and services by detailing the benefits in terms of 

your prospects' interests. 



8. Give prospects a reason to join today. What's an added benefit or time-limited incentive you can use 

to prompt a purchase? Depending on what you're selling, you could use something as simple as an 

added CD Training Program or as involved as personal coaching. 

 

9. Provide pricing information in the context of your prospects' interests. First get your prospects to 

detail what they want and then tell them the cost. 

 

10. Once a prospect joins, keep giving them the marketing information they want. Continue to 

educate them about ways you and your company can help them reach their goals and you'll create even 

more opportunities to give them the products and services they want. 

 

These aren't new tips to Leaders Club subscribers. In fact we've been teaching marketers worldwide how 

to master these steps since 1994. 

 

If you want to stand out from the competition stop by our site and see you we can help you. You provide 

the company, we’ll provide the plan! Learn more at:  http://www.leadersclub.com 

 

Warmly, 

 

Andre Vatke, Founder 

Leaders Club 

 

 Check out all the free training resources from Leaders Club! 

 

Each issue of our MarketingPower newletter brings you valuable strategies, insights and opportunities for 

achieving network marketing success and more. You'll discover tips from fellow marketers about how they 

generate leads... connect with prospects... unlock new marketing opportunities... and ideas for achieving 

networking results in the fastest time possible. 
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